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Ladies and Gentlemen!
Proud of our history, faithful to tradition, but also pragmatic and innovative in
building the future - we, the inhabitants of the Malopolska Region, are just like
that. We are hardworking, enterprising and willing to act. We have the courage
to reach for more. We are part of the European Union and we can use it for the
development of our region. Nowadays, wisely invested European funds serve
the inhabitants and support the development of the Malopolska Region.
We are aware that we live in one of the most attractive tourist regions and at
the same time the most visited by both domestic and foreign tourists. Tourism
has always been of exceptional importance for the local government. That is
why we have invested a significant part of EU funds in projects increasing the
tourist potential of the region. Renovations of cultural and tourist facilities, construction of bicycle routes or creation of new places for rest and spending free
time together - all this would not be possible in such a short time, without significant support from European Funds.
You are encouraged to read the second edition of the tourist guide entitled
„Having Fun with the Funds. Travel guide”. It will take us on a journey through
the most beautiful corners of the Malopolska Region. I hope it will be the beginning of a great adventure in discovering the extraordinary sights of our region.
The Malopolska Region inspires!
The Malopolska Region is flourishing thanks to the European Funds!
The Malopolska Region is worth visiting not only for the weekend!
You are invited to the Malopolska Region!
Witold Kozłowski
Marshal of the Malopolska Region

Ladies and Gentlemen!
We are aware that the feeling of security is an important argument when
choosing a place to rest. That is why we want tourists visiting our region, to
feel safe and comfortable with us in addition to resting and using cultural or
sports attractions.
The European Funds help us. Thanks to such investments as: new roads,
trains, ecological communication or modern equipped services, we can protect what is most valuable to us - human health and life. Well-used EU funds
increase both the comfort of life of the inhabitants and the tourist and economic attractiveness of the Malopolska Region.
Łukasz Smółka
Deputy Marshal of the Malopolska Region

Green hostels – PTTK
WEST BESKIDY (western part)
No.

NAME

ADRESS

PHONE

WEB PAGE WWW

1

Schronisko Górskie PTTK
na Hali Krupowej

34-236 Sidzina

+48 18 447 50 05 krupowa@o2.pl
+48 607 033 997 www.krupowa.pttk.pl

2

Schronisko Górskie PTTK
na Leskowcu

34-206 Krzeszów

+48 33 872 16 94 schroniskoleskowiec@gmail.com
+48 606 743 880 www.leskowiec.pttk.pl

3

Schronisko Górskie PTTK
na Markowych Szczawinach

34-223 Zawoja

+48 33 877 51 05 markowe.szczawiny@op.pl
www.markoweszczawiny.pttk.pl

TATRY
No.

NAME

ADRESS

PHONE

WEB PAGE WWW

1

Hotel Górski PTTK Kalatówki

34-500 Zakopane

+48 18 206 36 44
+48 608 326 030

recepcja@kalatowki.pl
www.kalatowki.com.pl

2

Schronisko Górskie PTTK
w Dolinie Roztoki

34-500 Zakopane

+48 609 001 760
+48 600 443 733

biuro@schroniskoroztoka.pl
www.schroniskoroztoka.pl

3

Schronisko Górskie PTTK na Hali Hala Gąsienicowa
Gąsienicowej Murowaniec
34-500 Zakopane

+48 539 537 910

rezerwacje@murowaniec.com
https://murowaniec.com

4

Schronisko Górskie PTTK
na Hali Kondratowej

34-500 Zakopane

+48 18 20 19 114

www.halakondratowa.pl

5

Schronisko Górskie PTTK
na Hali Ornak

Dolina Kościeliska 7 +48 8 207 05 20
34-500 Zakopane
+48 695 530 813

kontakt@schronisko-ornak.pl
http://schronisko-ornak.pl

6

Schronisko Górskie PTTK
na Polanie Chochołowskiej

34-500 Zakopane

+48 18 207 05 10
+48 660 144 510

chocholowska.schronisko@gmail.
com
www.chocholowska.com

7

Schronisko Górskie PTTK
nad Morskim Okiem

34-500 Zakopane

+48 18 207 76 09
+48 602 260 757

http://schroniskomorskieoko.pl

8

Schronisko Górskie PTTK w Doli- 34-530 Bukowina
nie Pięciu Stawów Polskich
Tatrzańska

+48 781 055 555

schronisko@piecstawow.pl
www.piecstawow.pl

WEST BESKIDY (eastern part)
No.

NAME

ADRESS

PHONE

WEB PAGE WWW

1

Bacówka PTTK na Maciejowej

34-700 Rabka
Zdrój

+48 18 44 757 29 schronisko@maciejowa.pl
www.maciejowa.pl

2

Bacówka PTTK
nad Wierchomlą

33-350 Piwniczna

+48 502 458 518

3

Schronisko Górskie PTTK
na Hali Łabowskiej

33-336 Łabowa

+48 18 447 64 53 www.halalabowska.pttk.pl
+48 600 890 864

4

Schronisko Górskie PTTK
na Jaworzynie Krynickiej

33-380 Krynica-Zdrój

+48 18 471 54 09 schronisko.jaworzynakrynicka@
+48 504 809 472 op.pl

5

Schronisko Górskie PTTK
na Luboniu Wielkim

34-701 Rabka
Zaryte 165

+48 608 791 020
+48 604 876 110

6

Schronisko PTTK
na Przehybie

33-388 Gołkowice

+48 18 442 13 90 info@przehyba.pl
www.przehyba.pl

7

Schronisko Górskie PTTK
na Starych Wierchach

34-404 Klikuszowa
k/Nowego Targu

+48 888 915 846

8

Schronisko Górskie PTTK
na Turbaczu

34-400 Nowy Targ
ul. Kowaniec 1

+48 18 266 77 80 schronisko@turbacz.net
+48 666 726 893 www.turbacz.net

wierchomla.pttk@gmail.com
www.wierchomla.pttk.pl

lubon.wielki@gmail.com
www.lubon.pttk.pl

starewierchy.pttk@gmail.com
www.stare-wierchy.pttk.pl

Young Cyclist Arena in Kasina Wielka

photo: Mikołaj Górecki
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Limanowa district

1

The Young Cyclist Arena in Kasina Wielka is a perfect place for active recreation
for the whole family. Its main attraction is the pumptruck co-financed by the European
Funds. It is a specially designed obstacle course, consisting of humps, profiled turns
and moguls arranged in such a sequence that it is possible to accelerate and maintain
speed without the need to pedal. Right next to it there is an open-air gym, and the
youngest will have great fun thanks to a playground made of natural materials, with
a retro train-shaped structure.

1

address
Kasina Wielka 672
34-741 Mszana Dolna

phone:
+48 789 402 179
e-mail:
biuro@bikeparkkasina.pl

web page
www.bikeparkkasina.pl/
arena-mlodego-rowerzysty/

2

Bobrowisko – a nature enclave in Stary Sącz
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Nowy Sącz district

The Stary Sącz „Bobrowisko” is an unusual place, perfect for a family walk. It is
an enclave of peace and quiet, a model of non-invasive human activity in the natural environment. This unique and rich in biodiversity point on the tourist map of the
Sądecczyzna region, located at the fork of the Dunajec and Poprad rivers, was created thanks to EU funds. The nature enclave has become home to various species of
plants and animals. Two huts are adapted to observe life on the ponds, one of which
is equipped with telescopes, a 400-meter footbridge and a 70-meter-long covered
observation path attract both local residents and tourists. The nature enclave located
within Stary Sącz is easily accessible from the historic center by bike.
3

2

address
33-340 Stary Sącz
widły rzek: Dunajec i Poprad

4

Raba Valley

photo: Michał Skowronek
photo: Michał Skowronek

Wieliczka district

Bochnia district

The Raba Valley is a tourist gem of the Malopolska Region. It was ensured by three
partner communes: Gdów, Kłaj and Drwinia, which undertook the construction and arrangement of recreation and tourist zones. The entire complex is connected by bicycle
and walking routes, which were created thanks to EU funds. They encourage hiking and
biking tours along the Raba River. Each of the municipalities offers different attractions.
Gdów invites you to climbing walls, a modern scatepark, beach soccer fields and an
outdoor gym. Drwinia encourages you to walk along special alleys, to the playground
and to the gym prepared for people with disabilities. The Kłaj commune tempts with
an unusual bikepark, an outdoor gym and a playground with a science park.
5

info

3 Czynne całą dobę
6

Mogielica Mountain
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Limanowa district

7

Hiking or active mountain recreation? When you decide to rest in the shadow of
Mogielica, you don’t have to choose. Everyone will find something for themselves
here, and the hardships of hiking will be rewarded with beautiful views. The panorama from the tower on Mogielica allows you to see several different mountain
ranges: Tatry, Pieniny, Gorce, Beskidy: Wyspowy, Sądecki, Niski and the hills around
Babia Góra. With the tourists in mind, thanks to the support of EU funds, all-year
cross-country skiing routes were built here, and routes were expanded, including the
connecting route in the municipalities of Limanowa, Słopnice, and Kamienica, together with their connection to the main VeloDunajec route. The comfort of those relaxing
near Mogielica is additionally improved by gastronomic points with tasty food, places
to rest, and a bicycle service. Active mountain tourism is also available for people with
disabilities.

4

address
Centrum Obsługi Ruchu Turystycznego
przy LKS „Zalesianka”
34-608 Zalesie, Gmina Kamienica
phone
+48 600 070 948
e-mail: trasy.mogielica@onet.pl

web page
https://trasymogielica.pl/
info
Wypożyczalnia czynna codziennie:
w godz. 10.00-18.00 (latem)
w godz. 9.00-17.00 (zimą)

8

Inwałd Park

photo: Michał Skowronek
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Wadowice district

Visit the Miniature Park, see Dinolandia, relax in the John Paul II Garden and we
have the perfect recipe for great family fun throughout the day. Inwałd Park is a real
paradise for families with children! Thanks to the European Funds, a Miniature Park
was created here, where you can admire replicas of the Eiffel Tower, the Chinese Wall
or St. Mark with the basilica and bell tower. In the Land of Dinosaurs, you can see
over 50 models of prehistoric reptiles, mapped in various sizes. There is also a place
dedicated to the memory of the Polish Pope - John Paul II Garden. Its uniqueness
lies in the fact that we learn about the life of the Holy Father by walking around the
beautiful 3-hectare garden or watching it from the observation tower. Inwałd perfectly complements the tourist offer of the region.
9

address

5 ul. Wadowicka 167, 169
34-120 Inwałd
web page
www.inwaldpark.pl

Park Miniatur
+48 696 080 944
marketing@parkminiatur.com
Park Dinozaurów i Rozrywki
Dinolandia

+48 33 870 31 13
info@dinolandia.pl
Ogród Jana Pawła II
+48 535 335 388
info@ogrodjp2.pl

10

Monastery of the Bernardine Fathers – Kalwaria Zebrzydowska
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Wadowice district

11

The historic architectural, landscape and pilgrimage complex in Kalwaria Zebrzydowska is an important cultural and spiritual place of the Malopolska Region. Every
year a million tourists and pilgrims come here. On the surrounding hills, around the
basilica and the monastery, there are 42 chapels and churches that make up Polska Kalwaria, entered on the UNESCO World Heritage List. Thanks to the European
Funds, the basilica and monastery buildings, four chapels and the Church of the
Crucifixion were renovated. In addition, the historic buildings have been equipped
with a fire protection system, monitoring and burglary signaling. Despite the scale of
works, the building has retained its original character and still harmoniously fits into
the surroundings of the Polish Beskids.

address

6 ul. Bernardyńska 46

34-130 Kalwaria Zebrzydowska

phone
+48 33 876 63 04

e-mail:
info@kalwaria.eu
web page
www.kalwaria.eu

12

Salt Mine in Bochnia

photo: Michał Skowronek
photo: Łukasz Olszewski

Bochnia district

We will not experience such a history lesson anywhere in Europe. Thanks to
EU funds, visiting the oldest Polish salt mine in Bochnia is made more attractive
by the most modern multimedia techniques. In the historic mine corridors, visitors are accompanied by virtual figures of Polish kings, the Cistercian monk and
medieval miners, and the illusion of reality is enhanced by the sounds of work
and conversations between them. The staging of a methane explosion makes
an unforgettable impression, during which the strong roar and the light effect are so
realistic that you can get the impression that the mine ceiling is about to collapse.
This is the result of using state-of-the-art speakers that direct the reproduced sound
very precisely only to the place where it is to be heard. One thing is for sure, Bochnia,
a UNESCO World Heritage Site, is a connoisseur’s paradise.
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address

7 ul. Campi 15

32-700 Bochnia

phone
+48 14 692 67 52
+48 14 692 67 54

e-mail:
biuro@kopalnia-bochnia.pl
web page
www.kopalnia-bochnia.pl
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Kosciuszko Mound in Krakow – the Kosciuszko Museum
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Kraków district

The Kosciuszko Mound is one of the most important symbols of Krakow. It was
erected in the years 1820-1823 in the form of a symbolic grave - a tribute to the
great national hero, Tadeusz Kościuszko. The idea to create a museum and educational route was conceived with a wide audience in mind, including the most frequent
visitors to this place – children and young people. An interesting educational route
will allow young people to learn more about the history of their ancestors in their
pursuit of freedom. The interactive, multimedia exhibition, the creation of which was
possible thanks to EU funds, is supplemented with artifacts related to the figure of
Tadeusz Kościuszko, which have not been presented to a wider audience before. Part
of the 19th-century Fort No. 2 „Kościuszko”, the Krakow Fortress, was adapted to the
needs of the museum in a modern way. Blind and partially sighted people can get to
know the object thanks to the model of the Mound standing at the entrance with the
reconstructed fort surrounding it.
15

address

8 al. Waszyngtona 1
Kopiec Kościuszki
30-204 Kraków

phone
+48 12 425 11 16

e-mail:
info@kopieckosciuszki.pl
web page
www.kopieckosciuszki.pl
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The Land of the Sleeping Volcano
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Nowy Targ district

17

On the top of Wdżar, located in the vicinity of three national parks, which is a perfect vantage point over Lake Czorsztyńskie and the surrounding mountain ranges, in
the place where the quarry used to be, there are two beautiful and picturesque rock
gorges. One, on the west side, has been developed, thanks to the European Funds,
for an educational path. Abundant in magnificent landscapes, the nature and didactic
path gives the opportunity to learn about the flora and fauna found on the unusual
Wdżar mountain, the history of the quarry, the geological structure of the mountains
and local legends. Crossing the path is also a good test for mountain hikers before
entering the higher parts of the mountains. The project also enabled the expansion of
winter sports infrastructure in Kluszkowce. A new 6-seater chairlift and a ski run with
snowmaking and lighting were built.

address

9 Ośrodek Czorsztyn-ski Sp. z o.o.
ul. Kamieniarska 30 a
34-440 Kluszkowce

phone
+48 517 824 567

e-mail:
bok@czorsztynski.com
web page
www.czorsztyn-ski.com.pl
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SOKÓŁ the Malopolska Region Cultural Center in Nowy Sącz
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Nowy Sącz district

19

The SOKÓŁ the Malopolska Region Cultural Center is the heir and continuator
of the great tradition of the SOKÓŁ Gymnastic Society, and its seat is the historic
building of Sokolnia Sądecka from 1892. Its task is to protect and promote the cultural heritage of the Malopolska Region, including by popularizing classical music,
theater, film, folklore, folk art and supporting the development of the amateur artistic
movement. Nowadays, thanks to EU support, visitors to the ICC can expect not only
modern interiors of the renovated premises, but also a wide range of events, events,
exhibitions and cultural initiatives aimed at the protection and development of the
existing cultural resources of the region. The Cultural Center is an important position
among the attractions offered by the Malopolska Region cultural and tourist map.

address

phone

ul. Długosza 3
33-300 Nowy Sącz

(sekretariat)
tel. +48 18 448 26 00
(kasa, rezerwacja biletów)

10 Małopolskie Centrum Kultury SOKÓŁ tel. +48 18 448 26 10

web page
www.mcksokol.pl
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Podgórze Museum – Historical Museum of the City of Krakow

photo: Muzeum Historyczne
Miasta Krakowa
photo: Michał Skowronek

Kraków district

In the Inn at St. Benedict, a wonderful place has been created that presents the
history of the multicultural part of Krakow – Podgórze. It is a branch of the Historical
Museum of the City of Krakow, which was sought by sympathizers and residents of
this district. Thanks to the EU support, it was possible to adapt the historic building
to the modern needs of the Podgórze Museum. On the basement level, there are two
educational rooms, toilets and a storage room. There are exhibition rooms on the
ground floor and the first floor. The permanent exhibition „The City under the Krak’s
Mound” can be seen on the ground floor, and on the upper floor there are temporary
exhibition rooms. The cultural function of the facility is also important. The museum
enhances the historical value of the monument and protects the heritage of the place
where it is located – the Podgórze district. At the same time, it influences the development of Krakow’s cultural offer and activates the residents who participate in the
creation of the facility which is a kind of meeting center for the local community. The
facility is adapted to the needs of people with disabilities.
21

address

11 ul. Limanowskiego 51
30-553 Kraków

phone
+ 48 12 39 68 101
+ 48 12 39 68 102
e-mail:
podgorze@muzeumkrakowa.pl

web page
http://muzeumkrakowa.pl/oddzialy/
muzeum-podgorza
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Castle in Sucha Beskidzka – City Museum
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Sucha Beskidzka district

Mokra Castle? That is what the castle in Sucha Beskidzka would be possibly called,
if not Kicek the dragon, who once lived in a cave beneath the Jasień hill. According to
the legend, the people of Mokra had to struggle with this ever thirsty reptile, responsible for the notorious lack of water in the region. Thus, Mokra (pl. “Moist”) became
Sucha (pl. “Dry”), and the growing conflict finally led to the expulsion of the dragon.
The locals decided to commemorate the event in calling their town Sucha bez Kicka
(pl. Dry without Kicek), which over the centuries changed into Sucha Beskidzka. The
castle in Sucha Beskidzka, also known as “Little Wawel”, is undoubtedly the most
valuable monument of Renaissance art in the Western Malopolska Region. Thus, the
implementation of the EU project was very important, thanks to which the external
elements of the castle and historic buildings in the surrounding park were revitalized. Now, “Little Wawel” has become a center of social life, knowledge and cultural
initiatives.
23

address

12 ul. Zamkowa 1

34-200 Sucha Beskidzka

phone:
+48 33 874 26 05
e-mail:
muzeum@sucha-beskidzka.pl

web page
www.muzeum.sucha-beskidzka.pl
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Regional Museum in Tarnów
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Tarnów district

25

Tarnów is a city full of charm and a Galician atmosphere with historic buildings.
There are real pearls of architecture here, which, thanks to the conservation and
restoration work carried out in recent years, are now better protected and secured.
The historic buildings of the District Museum in Tarnów, including two Renaissance
tenement houses, have been comprehensively renovated thanks to EU support. The
buildings regained their former splendor and became more accessible to visitors, including people with disabilities. The history of the city is presented in the museum in
a very attractive way, also using modern technologies.

address

13 Rynek 3

33-100 Tarnów

phone
+48 14 639 08 64
+48 14 621 21 49

e-mail:
rynek@muzeum.tarnow.pl
web page
www.muzeum.tarnow.pl
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MOCAK Museum of Contemporary Art in Krakow

photo: Michał Skowronek

Kraków district
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photo: Michał Skowronek

Modern multimedia equipment can not only enrich the offer of a given place,
but also take visitors into a completely different, magical world. This happened at
the MOCAK Museum of Contemporary Art in Krakow, where thanks to EU funds the
facility could afford to buy modern projection devices, which allowed to adapt new
places to the exhibition and educational activities within the functioning facility. As a
result, MOCAK modernized and adapted to the needs of visitors a new space of almost 2,000 m². It became possible thanks to the introduction of innovative exhibition
techniques and the use of equipment, as: laser projectors and short-throw lenses,
multimedia installations launched by the visitor himself (through motion sensors), directional speakers giving the illusion of feeling a different source of sound or a digital
mixer that allows live footage from several cameras and broadcast of cultural events.
Customer expectations, especially in places such as museums, are changing as technologies enter life. MOCAK in Krakow makes perfect use of the viewer’s interest to
promote and disseminate contemporary art.

address

14 ul. Lipowa 4

30-702 Kraków

phone
+48 12 263 40 00

e-mail:
recepcja@mocak.pl
web page
www.mocak.pl
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Dr Tytus Chałubiński Tatra Museum in Zakopane

photo: Michał Skowronek
wizualizacja:
Muzeum Tatrzańskie

Tatra district

The unique cultural heritage of Podhale requires a special setting, in line with
modern standards of museology development. The caretakers of the Tatra Museum in Zakopane know this very well, and they have reached for European Funds to
modernize exhibitions and exhibitions and to introduce new educational paths in the
museum’s facilities. Conservation, restoration and interior modernization works covered the buildings entered in the Register of Monuments of the Malopolska Region:
the Main Building of the Tatra Museum, the building of the Art Gallery. W. and J. Kulczycki and the Kornel Makuszyński Museum. Renovations and adaptations were also
carried out in: Chałupa Sobczak on the road to Roje 6, Galeria Władysław Hasior and
Villa „Oksza” in Zakopane. Thanks to these works, the buildings of one of the oldest
regional museums in Poland have been secured against destruction and adapted to
the needs of people with disabilities.
29

address

15 ul. Krupówki 10

34-500 Zakopane

phone
+48 18 20 152 05
+48 18 20 129 35
+48 506 351 808

e-mail:
biuro@muzeumtatrzanskie.pl
web page
www.muzeumtatrzanskie.pl
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Vistula Ethnographic Park in Wygiełzów and Lipowiec Castle
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Chrzanów district

31

A castle shrouded in many legends about witches, witches and knights. Apparently, sometimes around midnight a strong wind breaks up and a shadow of a black
carriage appears on the outer bailey, from which a church dignitary comes out and
enters the courtyard. Immediately afterwards, the torturers drag the chained monk
there, then the executioner lifts the sword to behead the condemned man and at
this point all the apparitions disappear along with the lightning strike. Located in the
Kraków-Częstochowa Upland in the village of Babice, the Lipowiec Castle and the
open-air museum in Wygiełzów are the greatest attractions of the Chrzanów region.
Thanks to support from EU funds, the medieval fortress in Lipowiec, which had fallen
into ruin until recently, underwent restoration renovation of the castle walls. A new
tourist service center has been opened. The wall adjacent to the building and the
area of the outer ward have been renovated. The facility also gained service and sanitary facilities necessary for its use for cultural and tourist activities.

address

16 Wygiełzów, ul. Podzamcze 1
32-551 Babice

phone:
+48 32 613 40 62

e-mail:
edukacja@mnpe.pl
web page
www.mnpe.pl
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Botanic Garden of the Jagiellonian University
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Kraków district

Orchids – enchant with beauty, intrigue with mystery. They are plants with
some of the most beautiful and interesting flowers on Earth. More than 100,000
of their ornamental varieties have already been bred. A unique collection of over
350 species is located in the historic „Dutch” greenhouse in the Botanical Garden of the Jagiellonian University in Krakow. Reconstructed and modernized
thanks to EU support, the facility provides visitors with year-round access to various varieties of orchids from all over the world. Thanks to the European Funds,
the Krakow Botanical Garden also built a new greenhouse, in which grows
a 14-meter Canary date palm planted in the mid-nineteenth century. It is most likely
the oldest specimen of this species growing under glass in the central part of Europe. The greenhouse is distinguished by numerous amenities enabling the facility to
be visited by people with disabilities. Especially noteworthy are typhlographics, i.e.
convex graphics presenting images and descriptions of selected greenhouse plants,
developed especially for people with visual impairments.
33

address

17 ul. Kopernika 27
31-501 Kraków

phone:
+48 12 421 26 20
+48 12 663 36 33

e-mail:
hortus@uj.edu.pl
web page
www.ogrod.uj.edu.pl
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Stanisław Lem Garden of Experiences in Krakow
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photo: Muzeum Inżynierii Miejskiej
w Krakowie

Kraków district

Garden of Experiences Stanisław Lem is as much as 6.5 hectares of park greenery with nearly 70 interactive stands for performing physical experiments in the field
of acoustics, mechanics, hydrostatics and optics in the very center of Krakow. This
is a unique park where younger children can explore the world in their own way:
looking, touching, jumping, spinning and running. Older adults can experiment and
unconsciously gain knowledge through play. Thanks to the European Funds, the allyear-round offer of the Garden has been supplemented, among others, by a program
based on specific weather phenomena, mainly related to snow and ice. 28 new educational models were created, including: a toboggan run, a curling track or a model
of a ski jump. The year-round exhibits include models presenting wave phenomena,
a suspension bridge, a magnetic chaotic pendulum or optical boards. The garden has
also been enriched with new zones: Scientific Gym, Cool Playground, and Sand Planet. Visitors can also use the Spherical Planetarium Cinema.
35

address

18 al. Pokoju 68

31-580 Kraków

phone:
+48 12 428 66 00

e-mail:
ogrod@mim.krakow.pl
web page
www.ogroddoswiadczen.pl
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Water Park „Stawy” in Stary Sącz
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Nowy Sącz district

The Water Park is a several-hectare area on the banks of the Dunajec River.
Thanks to EU support, this picturesque place has better conditions for recreation and
relaxation. The bathing area has a sandy beach with piers. A marina for mooring water bikes, boats and canoes, a social and administrative building and observation towers for rescuers were built. There are also ramps for launching swimming equipment,
a beach field and a playground for children in the Park.And thanks to the planned
tourist and recreation center „Nad Starosądeckim Stawem”, year-round cottages and
parking for motorhomes. The facility will be fully adapted to the needs of people with
disabilities.
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address

19 33-340 Stary Sącz

phone
+48 782 216 099

info
projekt ,,Nad Starosądeckim
Stawem” w trakcie realizacji.
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Landscape Parks – Krakow branch
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Kraków district

The Malopolska Region’s Landscape Parks are rich in countless species of fauna
and flora, but also a centuries-old cultural heritage. It is here that there are ruins of
medieval castles, natural monuments and manor complexes. Landscape Parks in the
Malopolska Region are distinguished by an unusual landscape (orchid xerothermic
grasslands) and a variety of natural habitats (tree frog or grass snake). Recently, an
EU-funded conservation project of flora and fauna has been realized in order to avoid
the degeneration of this valuable natural heritage. Furthermore, the development of
tourism infrastructure facilitates the exposure of the landscape’s values and direct
contact with nature.
39

20

address
ODDZIAŁ KRAKÓW –
ul. A. Vetulaniego 1A
31-227 Kraków
phone
+48 12 415 38 33,
+48 12 415 72 21
e-mail:
krakow@zpkwm.pl

web page
www.zpkwm.pl
info
Bielańsko-Tyniecki Park Krajobrazowy,
Dłubniański Park Krajobrazowy,
Park Krajobrazowy Dolinki Krakowskie,
Park Krajobrazowy Orlich Gniazd,
Rudniański Park Krajobrazowy,
Tenczyński Park Krajobrazowy.
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Underground Olkusz

Olkusz district

photo: Urząd Miasta i Gminy 		
w Olkuszu
wizualizacja: Gmina Olkusz

Not every city manages to discover the wonderfully preserved 14th-century cellars of the former town hall during revitalization works. This attraction is available to
everyone visiting the Olkusz market. It is in its basement, thanks to the support of
European Funds, historic walls have been exposed and a multimedia tourist route has
been prepared, which allows guests to travel back in time. In the resulting museum,
you can learn about the history of Olkusz, which was called the „Silver City” due to
the medieval tradition of mining silver and lead ores. The exhibition presents, among
others profiles of Olkusz astronomers, and the history of law and judiciary in medieval
and modern times is presented in the rooms of the former prison. Here, history is
shown through the prism of the most modern technologies.
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address

21 Rynek 4

32-300 Olkusz

web page
www.podziemnyolkusz.pl

info
koniec realizacji projektu 31.03.2021
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Nature m emorial Czarna Mlaka Pond in Muszyna
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Nowy Sącz district

It is a picturesque mountain pond and a natural monument located between Powroźnik and Muszyna in the Beskid Sądecki Mountains. The pond was
created in a natural way several hundred years ago when the basin (formed
as a result of a mountain slide) was filled with water. The implementation of
an EU project in the area of Czarna Młaka allows to stop the disappearance
of the pond, thus avoiding the irretrievable loss of a natural monument, unique in the
country. The lake is surrounded by old fir trees. Walking on the landing stage, you
can take a breath from the city noise and admire the local flora and fauna, like the
Carpathian newt and yellow-bellied toad.
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address

22 ul. Grunwaldzka

33-370 Muszyna
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Błędowska Desert

Olkusz district
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There is a unique place between the villages of Chechło, Klucze and Błędów, in
the valley of the Biała Przemsza River. This is the Błędowska Desert, called the „Polish
Sahara”, which is the largest desert in Europe! Unique on a natural scale, unusual
visually (scenes for „Pharaoh” directed by Jerzy Kawalerowicz were shot here), it attracts tourists from all over Poland. About 100 years ago, this great stretch of sand
was affected by mirages and even sandstorms. Currently, vegetation (mainly Caspian
willow) is entering the desert area, which makes it difficult to preserve this area in its
original shape. The implementation of an EU project will allow future generations to
admire the largest sand dunes in the inland area with various morphological forms,
protected species of fauna and flora and sand grasslands.
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address

e-mail:
redakcja@pustyniabledowska.pl

phone
+48 696 501 774

web page
www.pustyniabledowska.pl

23 32-310 Klucze

info
Punkty widokowe:
• wzgórze Czubatka
• wzgórze Dąbrówka
• Róża Wiatrów
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Ruins of the Castle in Rytro
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Nowy Sącz district

Thanks to the restoration of the castle in Rytro, the rapid natural destruction of
the relics of its walls was stopped. Appropriate arrangement and equipment of the
whole castle complex now help tourists properly move along the designated routes
or rest after a steep approach to the most attractive locations. The ruins of the castle
are entered into the register of the immovable monuments of the Malopolska Region,
which is why it was very important to implement the project thanks to the support
from European Funds.
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address

24 Sucha Struga,

droga dojazdowa na Cyrylę
33-343 Rytro
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Petrified City in Ciężkowice
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Tarnów district

The Ciężkowice Foothills is one of the most picturesque areas of the Subcarpathian part of the Malopolska Region. It is a place that hides a lot of secrets and tourist
gems. Here, old legends come to life and forgotten characters appear. Thanks to co-financing from European funds, the greatest local attractions – the Fossil City Reserve,
the modern exhibition of the Natural History Museum, the Regional Tourist Information Center were combined into one tourist product. The reserve, which is an example
of the so-called the rock city, in which each rock has its name and some legend is
associated with it, has been equipped with railings, stairs on steep slopes, tables and
benches and stylish descriptions of rocks. Hiking trails were renewed and marked. At
the entrance, an area has been developed for the organization of large outdoor events
thematically related to the history, legends, fauna and flora of this place. An alternative to visiting the Petrified City is the extensive building of the Natural History Museum, in which there are two rooms – multimedia and conference and cinema rooms,
as well as an exhibition using modern exhibition techniques, presenting in detail the
peculiarities of nature.
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address

25 33-190 Ciężkowice

Droga Wojewódzka 977

phone
+48 733 731 725

e-mail:
aktywnezwiedzanie@gmail.com
web page
www.skamienialemiasto.pl
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Wroński Pond in Tenczynek
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Kraków district

If you want to know where crayfish winter in the Malopolska Region, visit Staw
Wroński in Tenczynek. Here you can meet the noble crayfish recognized as an endangered species, which is included in the Polish Red Book of Animals. Lovers of „bloodless hunting” can also observe the life of the fauna remotely through the mounted
camera, thus protecting this valuable natural area in the Tenczyński Landscape Park.
Wroński Pond is also a great proposition for weekend relaxation outside the city.
Thanks to EU funding, pedestrian and bicycle paths, gazebos, and piers have been
created here, which encourage active recreation.
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address

26 ul. Zamkowa

32-067 Tenczynek
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Bicycle path around the Czorsztyn Lake
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Nowy Targ district

For Sunday cyclists and families with children, for long-distance runners and
people who like challenges – the bicycle route around the Czorsztyn Lake – is a real
paradise for lovers of two wheels. Two majestic castles towering over the lake attract
attention on the route. These are the Dunajec Castle and the Czorsztyn Castle. On
the path there are rest areas (Cyclist Service Areas equipped with shelters where you
can shelter), bridges and culverts and numerous access legs. The trail is well marked
with the characteristic orange Velo plates. During a bike ride around Lake Czorsztyn,
everyone will find something for themselves: mountains, water, forest, all from the
cyclist’s perspective.
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web page

27 narowery.visitmalopolska.pl/-/2-propozycje-wycieczek-dookola-jeziora-czorsztynskiego
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Graduation Towers and Mineral Water Pump House in Rabka-Zdrój

photo: Michał Skowronek

Nowy Targ district

photo: Łukasz Olszewski

The largest in the Malopolska Region, over a hundred-year-old Spa Park in Rabka-Zdrój has been revitalized thanks to EU funds. A new complex of Mineral Water
Pump Room and Tężnia Brine was built on its outskirts. The wooden rotunda-shaped
pavilions have rooms with a large selection of healing waters and a graduation tower
that is open to the public. From the nearby „Helena” borehole, the brine is transported to the top of the graduation tower column, and as it descends, it splashes on
blackthorn branches and creates a brine micro-climate around the facility. Patients
inhale the airways while walking around the graduation towers. In order to restore
the place to its former character, a comprehensive modernization of the concert shell
in the Old Park was also carried out.
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address

28 aleja Jordana

34-700 Rabka-Zdrój
phone:
728 428 785

info
Tężnia Solankowa jest obiektem
czynnym sezonowo.
Pijalnia Wód Mineralnych
w Parku Zdrojowym czynna jest
codz. w godz. 10–18
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Graduation Tower in Bochnia
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Bochnia district

A graduation tower with an inhalation chamber and a recreation and sports complex is one of the most important attractions of the salt city, implemented with the
help of EU funds. The graduation tower, in the form of an incomplete ellipse, is built
of natural materials, including noble larch tree and blackthorn shrubs. Its beneficial
effects will be felt already in the courtyard, the air of which is filled with minerals and
microelements that have a positive effect on the respiratory tract. The heart of the
graduation towers is the inhalation chamber with a high concentration of brine, which
is dispersed in the form of a mist. The facility also has a playground, an outdoor gym
and a multi-functional playground complex.
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address

29 32-700 Bochnia

przy Plantach Salinarnych,
ok. 800 metrów od szybu Campi

info
czynne codziennie od 10.00 do
20.30
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„Wieliczka” Salt Mine Health Resort
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Wieliczka district

The „Wieliczka” Salt Mine presents a centuries-old tradition of salt mining by several dozen generations of miners. It is also the oldest company in Poland, 700 years
old. The monument has been included in the UNESCO World Cultural and Natural
Heritage List. Today it functions as an underground city with its own extensive infrastructure. Thanks to co-financing from European Funds, two additional chambers
are open since April 2014: Lill Górna and Kazanów. Previously inaccessible workings
have been secured and adapted to the needs of the facility, and tourists visiting the
historic tourist route can see multimedia exhibitions there. The films, also in the 5D
technique, show the mine’s past, its traditions and the realities of miners’ work. The
second exhibition presents „a mineral more valuable than gold”, that is salt and its
various applications.
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address

30 ul. Daniłowicza 10
32-020 Wieliczka

phone
+ 48 12 278 73 02
+ 48 12 278 73 66

e-mail:
uzdrowisko@kopalnia.pl
web page
www.kopalnia.pl
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Krynica-Zdrój Health Resort – Promenade
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Nowy Sącz district

Krynica-Zdrój is a city enchanting with its climate and a wonderful landscape,
located in the Beskid Sądecki. The unique tourist attractions of this place attract thousands of patients, tourists, skiers and mountain hiking enthusiasts each year. Thanks
to the EU funds invested, the famous Krynicki Promenade, the heart of the city and
a symbol of its spa character, has undergone a metamorphosis. Park im. Mieczysław
Dukiet and Dietl Boulevard stretching along Kryniczanka. Walking along them, you
can admire the oldest historic villas and guesthouses.
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address

31 Bulwary Dietla

33-380 Krynica-Zdrój
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Krynica-Zdrój Health Resort – Pump rooms

photo: Michał Skowronek

Nowy Sącz district

photo: Michał Skowronek

The riches of the land in Krynica are primarily mineral waters, whose healing
properties have been known and appreciated for centuries. Thanks to EU support,
the historic „Jana” pump room, located in a beautiful park on Nikifor Krynicki Avenue,
has been thoroughly renovated and equipped in a modern way – of course maintaining its interwar character. In this building, dating back to 1924, patients can enjoy
the famous „Jan” water, but also the „Józef” water available only in this pump room.
EU funds also allowed for the reconstruction of the historic lining of healing water
outflows, as well as the development of the area around the building. In turn, in the
Main Pump Room loved by patients, which is the largest spa facility in the city, modernization works were carried out with the participation of European Funds, among
others. The functionality and accessibility of the pump room for people with mobility
difficulties has been significantly improved. While maintaining the therapeutic character of the pump room, the facility was adapted to the requirements of a modern
congress and exhibition center.
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address

32 Pijalnia Główna w Krynicy-Zdroju

Aleja im. Leona Nowotarskiego 9/3
33-380 Krynica-Zdrój
kontakt@pijalniaglowna.pl

Pijalnia Jana
Park Zdrojowy
Przy Alei Nikifora Krynickiego
Biuro Informacji i Obsługi Klienta:
+ 48 18 471 55 22

web page
http://www.krynica.pl/pijalnie
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Krynica-Zdrój Health Resort – an observation tower
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Nowy Sącz district

Unique on a European scale, EU-funded „path in the clouds” with a lookout tower
was built in the Malopolska Region, and more precisely in the tree crown of Beskid
Sądecki. Here you can feel like you are at the top of the world, because the view is
„breathtaking”. The walking route has almost a kilometer of great views and educational stops. An additional attraction, especially for the youngest ones, is the 60-meter long slide. The innovative structure is made of acacia robinia wood, which makes
it unique in the international arena. The route is available all year round and is fully
adapted for people with disabilities.
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address

33 ul. Słotwińska 51A

33-380 Krynica-Zdrój

phone
+48 512 409 905
+48 18 471 57 17

e-mail:
kontakt@wiezawidokowa.pl
web page
www.wiezawidokowa.pl
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Muszyna Resort – Theme Gardens in the Zapopradzie Spa Park
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Nowy Sącz district

Muszyna is a charming spa town situated among the peaks of Beskid Sądecki
and mountain streams crossing it. One of the attractions of the „Zapopradzie” Spa
Park are sensory gardens - a project co-financed by EU funds. Visitors can enjoy the
following gardens: health (with an open-air gym), smells (with aromatic vegetation),
sounds (with the sound of trees and streams), smell and touch (with vegetation with
specific textures), tastes (with fruit trees) and love (with figures of muses and Greek
gods). In front of the entrance to each garden, there is an information board with a
description of the area and plants that are there (in Braille and in Polish, Slovak and
English). The gardens are fully adapted to the needs of people with disabilities.
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address

34 Al. Zdrojowa

33-370 Muszyna
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Muszyna Resort – Grunwald, Milusia and Anna
mineral water springs
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Nowy Sącz district

Mineral waters are the wealth of the Malopolska Region. The development of the
space around the „Grunwald”, „Milusia” and „Anna” springs in Muszyna contributed
to increasing the attractiveness of the place and increasing the number of visitors to
the health resort. The project also enables the development of pro-health attitudes
among children and adolescents. Outdoor lessons, spent in an active way or combined with various forms of games and activities, allow you to better understand your
own health needs. Access to free pump rooms together with the example of using
such resources also influences the development of habits related to caring for health.
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address

35 Muszyna-Zdrój ,,Grunwald”
ul. Grunwaldzka
33-370 Muszyna

address
Muszyna-Zdrój – Pijalnia ,,Milusia”
ul. Marszałka Józefa Piłsudskiego 23
33-370 Muszyna

address
Muszyna-Zdrój ,,Anna”
ul. Jasna
33-370 Muszyna
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Szczawnica Health Resort – Center
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Nowy Targ district

Szczawnica delights at any time of the year. This pearl of the Malopolska Region,
sunk between the Pieniny and the Radziejowa Range, attracts both patients, lovers of
the local healing waters, as well as tourists seeking mountain landscapes. Thanks to
effectively invested EU funds, the revitalization of Dietla Square and the promenade
to the pump room was carried out, as well as a comprehensive modernization of the
walking alleys around Park Dolny, where you can spend a nice time surrounded by
fountains, green squares and flower beds. You can walk along most of the alleys,
but also – which is what pleases lovers of two wheels – ride a bike. With tourists in
mind, an observation deck was built at Główna Street, from which you can admire
the surrounding landscape.
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address

36 Promenada, Nad Grajcarkiem 51
34-460 Szczawnica
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Velo Dunajec
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Nowy Targ district

Tatra district

Tarnów district

Nowy Sącz district

The Velo Dunajec route runs through a dozen or so villages in four districts of
southern the Malopolska Region through the most attractive areas of the Dunajec valley – with views of the Beskids, Pieniny and Tatra Mountains. There are comfortable
Cyclist Service Areas for cyclists’ use. In each of these points, lovers of two-wheelers
can eat and rest, and, if necessary, also shelter from the sun, wind and rain or repair
their bicycle.
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web page

37 narowery.visitmalopolska.pl/velodunajec
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The Red Mansion
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Nowy Targ district
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The Red Mansion, located in the heart of Zakopane, is one of the most beautiful
and important villas in the Zakopane style. In the Red Mansion (the name comes
from the color of the roof), there were, among others, Artur Rubinstein, Karol Szymanowski, Rafał Malczewski and Stefan Żeromski. Thanks to EU funding, among
others: the beauty of the carvings above the doors and on the porters as well as on
the outer walls of the porch has been rediscovered, the surroundings around the villa
were developed, where an open-air stage and exhibition space were created. The
villa serves as a cultural center promoting native art. Workshops of folk art, lectures
and meetings with authors are held here. This is a special place, because visitors can
see how everyday objects are made, contributing to to protect declining professions
in Podhale and to protect the material and intangible cultural heritage of Zakopane
and Podhale.

address

38 ul. Kasprusie 27

34-500 Zakopane

phone
+48 661 601 651
e-mail:
czerwonydwor@zck.com.pl

web page
https://www.zakopane.pl/strefa-turystyczna/kultura/zakopianskie-centrum-kultury/czerwony-dwor 76

Vistula bicycle route
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Olkusz district

Chrzanów district

Dąbrowa Tarnowska district
Tarnów district

Kraków district

Brzesko district

Bochnia district

It is an offer not only for the weekend, but also for a longer holiday trip. The
Malopolska Region section of the Vistula Cycling Route runs through the most picturesque areas of the Vistula valley. By bike, we will reach the Wawel Royal Castle and
Niepołomice, the Road Museum in Szczucin, as well as historical places, including The
Auschwitz-Birkenau Museum in Oświęcim. Cyclists on this unusual route can also visit
the Tyniec Abbey and taste the specialties of Benedictine cuisine, as well as admire
the colors in the painted village of Zalipie. The bicycle route mostly uses the embankments of the Vistula River as an ecological communication route completely free of
car traffic, and thus ensuring healthy recreation in a clean environment.
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web page

39 narowery.visitmalopolska.pl/wisla-na-trasa-rowerowa
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Chechło Lagoon
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Chrzanów district

A great way to spend your free time outdoors, surrounded by beautiful nature,
will certainly be a visit to the Chechło reservoir. Until recently, the water reservoir
located on the edge of the Dulowska Forest was a relic of a bygone era. Currently,
thanks to the European Funds, it has become a modern and free swimming pool.
Wooden jetties, a beach, new sports fields, a viewing platform and a galena are just
some of the attractions that tourists can take advantage of.
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address

40 32-540 Trzebinia

ok. 4 km od centrum Trzebini, ok. 3 km od dworca PKP w Trzebini, ok. 7 km od centrum Chrzanowa
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Castle in Ojców
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Kraków district
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Ojców National Park is the smallest facility of this type in Poland, but there are
many unusual places in it. In an area of only 21 km² there are as many as 737 caves,
including the famous Łokietek Grotto and the Ciemna Cave. The ruins of a medieval
fortress overlook the park from above. The castle in Ojców was built by Casimir the
Great in the 14th century, and the entrance gate, tower and fragments of the defensive walls have been preserved to our times, and with the help of European funds,
they have been thoroughly restored. Now, the spirit of the knight Skarbimir, who is
unable to find peace while repenting for his wrongdoing, can appear in a beautifully
restored stronghold. There is also a multimedia exhibition waiting for tourists in the
castle.

address

41 32-047 Ojców

phone
+48 12 389-20-05

web page
www.ojcow.malopolska.pl/
zamek-w-ojcowie
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Water reservoirs in Czchów and Rożnów
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Brzesko district
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Nowy Sącz district

The water reservoirs in Rożnów and Czchów have been used since the 1970s. Electricity was produced here, and the buildings also served as flood protection and tourist
facilities. With time, however, silting of the reservoirs took place, which ceased to
fulfill their tasks. Tourists were deterred by water pollution and lack of infrastructure.
The degradation of water reservoirs was stopped thanks to the support of EU funds.
The left bank of the Rożnowskie Lake in Bartkowa and Tęgoborze and the Czchowski
Water Reservoir in Wytrzyszczka were reclaimed. The lakes were desludged and their
shores were deepened and strengthened. The area was also restored to residents
and tourists. Along the shoreline, there are descents to the water and ramps, benches, outdoor gyms, bicycle paths, fragments of sandy beaches, marinas for boats and
sailboats. In the summer season, these places are bustling with life again and attract
guests who want to relax by the water.
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address

42 Bartkowa (pow. nowosądecki)
Tęgoborze (pow. nowotarski)
Wytrzyszczka (pow. brzeski)
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Green hostels
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Nowy Targ district

Tatra district
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Nowy Sącz district

The beauty of the Polish mountains attracts many tourists to the trails. For the
sake of their safety and comfort, in 18 shelters stretching from Jaworzyna Krynicka
to Leskowiec, a joint project was implemented with EU funds, called „Green Shelters”. The facilities are equipped with public tourist kitchens, tourist equipment repair
points, access to multimedia and first aid facilities (including life-saving equipment).
In the shelter in Markowe Szczawiny, winter hiking routes have also been marked
out. The green color of the title is an obligation, which is why solar collectors have
been installed in some facilities and sewage treatment plants have been modernized
to reduce the negative impact of the shelter on the surroundings.
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